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1. Introduction

This poster illustrates an algorithm for the computation of the weight

distribution of CRC codes.

Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) codes are an important class of error

detecting codes. These codes are used a lot nowadays in computer com-

munication networks because of their properties, e.g. their easy and fast

encoder and decoder implementation, and their considerable burst-error

detection capability ([Wic95]).

To measure the degree of goodness of error detecting codes we have to

investigate about two properties: the minimum distance of the code and

its undetected error probability (Pue). To investigate this two properties it

is important to know the weight distribution of the code.

A way to compute this distribution is to list all the words of the code

and compute their Hamming weight. There is no other way to compute

the weight distribution independently from the structure of the code. The

recursive structure of CRC codes o!ers the opportunity to construct an

ad-hoc algorithm that has lower computational cost; see [CBH93].

This work is a generalization of the paper [CBH93], where the algorithm

is shown in the binary case. This poster illustrates the extension of the

algorithm to CRC codes over any finite field.

2. Preliminaries

We give a definition of this codes from [Ros01] to then go back to the

more operational one.
1
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Definition 1. Let g(x) ! Fq[x] be a monic polynomial over the finite field

Fq, whose characteristic is p. Let us consider the encoding map

! : Fq[x] " Fq[x]

m(x) #" c(x) = m(x)g(x).

A (CRC) code is the ideal
!
g(x)

"
= Im !.

This definition gives the basic property of CRC code, i.e. the fact that

they are generated by a generator polynomial g(x).

Such a definition of CRC codes is appropriate from a theoretical point

of view, but this definition is not enough in applications. The resulting

code is not observable, see [Ros01].

The only way to correct this problem in real applications is to set an a

priori bound to the length of the message. This way, once the message

c(x) has been received and the long division

c(x) = m̃(x)g(x) + r(x)

has been computed, if r(x) = 0 then the receiver can conclude that m̃(x) is

the original message m(x). Otherwise a retransmission will be requested.

Hence we conclude that every CRC code can be represented also in the

following way.

Definition 2. Let n, r belong to N with n > r > 0, let q ! N be some

power of a prime number p and g(x) ! Fq[x] a monic polynomial such that

deg g(x) = r and g(0) $= 0.

A CRC code C of length n is the set

C = {c(x) ! Fq[x] | c(x) = g(x)m(x), deg m(x) < n % r} .

Such a set has the structure of a linear code with regard to the natural

isomorphism onto the ring Fq[x]/(xn % 1).

Remark. A CRC code is a cyclic code if and only if the generator polyno-

mial g(x) divides xn % 1.
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CRC codes are close to cyclic codes. In fact a set of generators of a

CRC code is the same as the canonical one of a cyclic code.

To turn our interest to the dual code of a CRC is a first way to decrease

the computational weight in order to compute the weight distribution of

the code. In a real-world use of a CRC code, the length of the code is

greater than the degree of the generator polynomial. In terms of cardi-

nality this di!erence becomes even bigger, as the cardinality of the CRC

code is qn%r whereas that of the dual code is qr. This step is possible

thanks to MacWilliams’ theory [MS88].

Remark. The dual code of a CRC code has an interesting structure. Given

a polynomial g(x) over Fq, the dual code of a CRC code of any length

generated by g(x) is isomorphic as a vector space to the ring Fq[x]/(g(x)).

The words of the dual of a CRC code can be characterized in the fol-

lowing way.

Remark. Let C be a CRC code over Fn
q and g(x) = g0 + g1x + · · · +

gr%1xr%1+xr its generator polynomial. Then for i = r, . . . , n. the following

equivalence holds:

c = (c0, . . . , cn%1) ! C& '( ci = %g0ci%r % · · ·% gr%1ci%1.

2.1. Notations. During the whole work we will use the following nota-

tions:

• p will be the prime number that is the characteristic of the ring Fq;

then q is a power of p, i.e. q = p! for some " ! N+;

• n ! N will be the length of the CRC code;

• g(x) ! Fq[x] will be the monic generator polynomial of CRC code,

with g(0) $= 0, deg g(x) = r and 0 < r < n;

• g(x) =
#m

i=l gl(x)el will be the irreducible decomposition of g(x).

3. Fundamental Step of the Algorithm

For the sake of clearness we begin to explain the step that characterizes

the algorithm. First of all we state some results related to this algorithmic

step.
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Lemma 3. Let C ) Fn
q be a CRC code with generator polynomial g(x),

and let (ci)i!N ) Fq be a Linear Recurring Sequence (LRS) whose char-

acteristic polynomial is g(x); then

(ck, . . . , ck+n%1) ! C& * k ! N

The previous Lemma gives us a way to “extract” words of the dual code

using only a LRS and the length of the code.

The next Lemma gives a bound on the number of di!erent words that

can be extracted from a fixed LRS.

Lemma 4. Let (ci)i!N ) Fq be a LRS with generator polynomial g(x) and

u(x) ! Fq[x] be the polynomial related to (ci)i!N (see Theorem 5).

Let C&
u ) C& be the set of words of the dual code extracted from the

(ci)i!N. Then the cardinality of C&
u is

|C&
u | = ord

$
g(x)

gcd(g(x), u(x))

%
.

The next section is devoted to the fundamental step of the algorithm.

3.1. The Fundamental Step. Let us now consider a LRS (ci)i!N with

characteristic polynomial g(x). We will make the way to extract words of

the dual code of a (n, n% r) CRC code explicit. The following figure will

depict the idea of the mechanism of the algorithm. This scheme follows

from Lemma 3.

c0 c1 c2 c3 cn!1 cn cn+1 cn+2 cn+3

c(0)

c(1)

c(2)

In the figure above, c(k) ) Fn
q denotes the k-th word of the dual code

extracted from the above sequence.

The figure leads directly to relations between the weight distribution

of the words thus extracted. These relations are resumed in the next

Remark.
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Remark. (Weight relations between words)

• if ck%1 $= 0 and ck+n%1 = 0, then wt(c(k)) = wt(c(k%1)) % 1;

• if ck%1 = 0 and ck+n%1 $= 0, then wt(c(k)) = wt(c(k%1)) + 1;

• wt(c(k)) = wt(c(k%1)) otherwise.

Once the weight of the first “extracted” word is computed, the weight

of the others is quickly resumable.

Now we are able to “extract” words of the dual code from LRS’s e"-

ciently , but some question arise:

– how many LRS’s are enough to determine the weight distribution

of the dual code?

– how can we be sure that we are not considering the same word more

than once?

– which LRS’s should we use, and which ones should we not?

4. LRS’s and x-orbits of Rq
q

This section gives relations between the three structures of the title.

Theorem 5. Let u(x) ! Fq[x] be a polynomial with deg u(x) < deg g(x).

Then there exists exactly one sequence (ci)i!N ) Fq such that

(1)
u(x)

g(x)
=

+&

i=0

ci

xi+1 =: c(1/x).

Moreover the sequence (ci)i!N satisfies the linear relation

(2) ci = %g0ci%r % · · ·% gr%1ci%1, i , r.

Remark. We can compute the series (1) explicitly in the following way.

Let u(x) ! Fq[x] be a polynomial satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem

5. Then the following relation holds

(3)
u(x)

g(x)
=

ur%1

x
+

u-(x)

xg(x)
,

where u-(x) = xu(x) % ur%1g(x) . xu(x) (mod g(x)) is a polynomial

satisfying the same hypothesis as u(x). We obtain the series recursively

via the above relation.
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As an immediate application of the Theorem, one obtains the following

Corollary.

Corollary 6. There exists a bijection between the ring Fq[x]/(g(x)) and

the set of all LRS’s whose characteristic polynomial is g(x).

Now we define another algebraic structure.

Definition 7. The x-orbits of the ring Fq[x]/(g(x)) result by the action

of the subgroup (x) on the ring. We denote with C&
u the x-orbit of

u(x) ! Fq[x]/(g(x)).

The next Theorem states the relation between x-orbits, LRS’s and words

of the dual code.

Lemma 8. Let u1(x), u2(x) be two distinct elements of Fq[x]/(g(x)). Then

the following relation holds:

u2(x) ! C&
u1

'( C&
u1

= C&
u2

.

In order to avoid repetitions of words we have to characterize the x-

orbits of Fq[x]/(g(x)). To do this we have to find representatives of these

orbits.

5. Representatives of Fq[x]/(g(x))

In this section we reduce the problem of the determination of the x-

orbits of a ring to the determination of the x-orbits of some subsets.

5.1. Chinese Remainder Theorem. Thanks to the properties of the

actions of cyclic groups, to [CBH93], and to the Chinese Remainder The-

orem we can turn our attention back to the case of x-orbits of quotient

rings of powers of irreducible polynomials.

Fq[x]/(g(x))
reduces%" Fq[x]/(gl(x)el)

with gl(x) ! Fq[x] an irreducible polynomial in the irreducible decompo-

sition of g(x).
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5.2. Fq[x]/(g(x)t) as Disjoint Union. We now consider an irreducible

polynomial g(x) ! Fq[x]. In studying the elements of Fq[x]/(g(x)t), we

obtain the next corollary.

Corollary 9. The ring Fq[x]/(g(x)t) can be decomposed as follows:

Fq[x]/(g(x)t) = {0} /
t%1'

l=1

(
g(x)l · M q

gt!l

)

where M q
gt!l :=

!
Fq[x]/(g(x)t%l)

"0
and the sets

g(x)l · M q
gt!l =

*
u ! Fq[x]/(g(x)t)

++ u = [g(x)lū(x)], ū ! Mgt!l

,

are stable under x-multiplication.

And then we obtain

Fq[x]/(g(x)t)
reduces%" M q

gl,

with 0 1 l < t.

5.3. Structure of M q
gl and its x-orbits’ Representative. From now

on we will make use of the following notation

(4) ai,j,k(x) = 1 + #ixjg(x)k,

where 0 1 i < ", 0 1 j < r and 1 1 k < l.

The multiplicative group M q
gl is finite, hence it can be represented as a

product of cyclic groups. The next Theorem gives a set of generators of

these cyclic groups.

Theorem 10. The order of the group M q
gl is (qr % 1)q(l%1)r. Moreover,

M q
gl 2 Mp

g 3 Sp,

where Sp is the p-Sylow subgroup of M q
gl.

Moreover Sp can be represented as

Sp 2
-

i,j,k

!
ai,j,k(x)

"
,
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where
!
ai,j,k(x)

"
) Sp are the cyclic groups generated by ai,j,k(x) respec-

tively, with parameters satisfying conditions (4), and where the parameter

k satisfies also the condition p ! k.

After some calculations we are able to obtain a Theorem that gives the

representatives of the groups M q
gl.

Theorem 11. Let g(x) ! Fq[x] be a degree-r irreducible polynomial such

that g(0) $= 0 and l , 2. There exist 0 1 i0 < " % 1 and 0 1 j0 < deg g(x)

such that the set
(
h(x)t ·

-

(i,j,k)$=(i0,j0,1)
01i<!, 01j<r

11k1t, p!k

(1 + #ixjg(x)k)c(ijk) (mod g(x)l)
)

,

where h(x) is a primitive element of Fq[x]/(g(x)) and # ! Fq is an alge-

braic element of degree " over Fp, is a representative family of orbits in

M q
gl, for t and c such that

• 0 1 t < qr%1
ord(g(x)),

• 0 1 c(ijk) 1 p4logp l/k5.
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